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覈玜䯖1977妘熱羠䯖粷墡慘嶗羠牆鮪醢犦䯖曧醢犦㳛㒄艊呺䖢頯梮咲躐酽、覈玜暆梕攝慘駈㛤嶗妧䧿柟撾艊ǹ踵頯梮 , 謚㬜玪僨

嗴踵酽蟢彾祾艊嫚絹嶗⺸鉝㛳㔃䯖謾慘閔ィ粷玈猺鑫艊粷呺醮麉椨 , 駈㜲醮諦絔艊㫅翨飨倀㩴㬅、澐偧閾鈵孭·壔桞忞㛺艊＃珪㡶

鲋駈㛤艊㫅釐ⅩⅩ曧覈玜艊撾㳝忞鮪、醮澑讜暚骼飨俲媑艊昷媀饅燍仌呎彾㓇艊㓅寳、￥靕 2006妘䯖覈玜飨苳㓉艊㓉㓕慘踵攝慘

㛳㔃䯖㬦㫓唻㓉䎣。⺸鉝。醝諦棞旿艊蔠裮攝慘靧鞔䯖骼啔㫥鲢荱備呝瑪醭讜艊剓鞯。恖梮。ィ粷忲熴㫜羮鲋ィ㫼骼箏竑艊頯梮

絔寳嶗儂屒、

㫝梕嗴㓋䯤俋魯䀚 -VisArts昦蠻詇嗴鳏䎋茩䯖Kaplan Gallery, USA䯒2018䯓䯥鏅鯫 -㩸剓鉢頯梮嗴䯖醢犦嫕魍頯梮䒛䯖醢犦䯒2017䯓䯥

覈玜跣嗴 : 㫅翨 , 䒮樴鄐踽裶䄄 &H裶䄄 , 醢犦 䯒2016䯓䯥橭橉 44䯤覈玜䯖 嫚絹嗁䯖譯鲷 /妭墕䯒2015䯓䯥MOVE ON ASIA䯖

鲡爳嫚絹頯梮 2002-2012䯖ZKM 侸剓鉢贜窹䒛䯖孭蹺䯒2013䯓䯥䀅奟醢艊跤蹺儕妘嗴䯖爔棑蓷醮雲茊䎑䯖銊蹺䯒2012䯓䯥2011 

ABANDON NORMAL DEVICES 頯梮頺䯖FACT䯖濕窹犑䯖餚蹺䯥cctvⅩⅩ覈玜跣嗴䯖䒮樴鄐 H裶䄄䯖醢犦䯒2011䯓䯥煫桹䏣杛艊応䄄䯖

FREIES銊梮䒛䯖孭蹺䯒2010䯓䯥時㡶嬱俒寚䯖 覈玜跣嗴䯖䒮樴鄐譯鲷䯖譯鲷䯒2009䯓䯥寚╙寚咃Ⅹ訅酴嗘醢犦儕妘嗴䯖醢犦銊梮䒛䯖

醢犦䯒2008䯓訵、



Born in 1977, ZHANG Qing is one of the prominent Shanghai experimental artists, now he works and lives in Shanghai. 

Early stage engaged with performance art of absurdity and humorous violence, then evolved into a sophisticated 

interpretation of video and installation, his work articulates the blurred boundary and route between reality and 

fiction, absurdity and reasonableness. Quoted from Harald Szeemann, ＃Vehicles bordering on the absurd – that is 

the strength of Zhang Qing. At the same time he is concerned with defaulting perception by way of exaggeration.￥ 

Since 2006, ZHANG Qing has deployed the perspective of surveillance as his artistic language until now through the 

study of video, installation and mixed media. He manoeuvres these differentiated medium, techniques and rendering 

methods for his individualistic art perception and contemplation.

His recent exhibitions include: Power Forward-VisArts Emerging Curator Program, Kaplan Gallery, USA (2018); Energy 

Field-Transmedia ART Exhibition, Museum of Contemporary Art, Shanghai (2017); ZHANG Qing Solo Exhibition: 

Boundary, ShanghART Gallery and H-Space, Shanghai; Archive 44: Zhang Qing, Video Bureau, Beijing / Guangzhou 

(2015); Move on Asia, Video art in Asia 2002-2012, ZKM Media Museum, Germany (2013); China Onscreen Biennial, Los 

Angeles and Washington D.C., USA (2012); Abandon Normal Devices Festival 2011, FACT, Liverpool, U.K. (2011); cctv 

- ZHANG Qing Solo Exhibition, ShanghART H-Space, Shanghai (2011); Room without a View, Freies Museum Berlin, 

Berlin, Germany (2010); Don't Go So Fast, Zhang Qing Solo Exhibition, ShanghART Beijing, Beijing (2009); Trans Local 

Motion - 7th Shanghai Biennale in 2008, Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai (2008) etc.



* 2013   覈玜驔鲡爳旝誼鄖＝ ACC  2013妘値錫 

䒮樴鄐頯梮咲覈玜驔嬱 2013妘鲡爳旝誼鄖＝ (ACC) 嫕魍頯梮 "翄嬁。嫚絹 &掟嬁 "値錫、

ACC敆慁覈玜鮪 2014妘 4-7桸鮪銊蹺鄟郿䖑鰱攝慘妛鍊唒嫕鰱嫕魍頯梮艊桭昦僨嗴、

䯒鲡爳旝誼鄖＝羾郿錪·爔陸髤寫醑跫鲋酽謦嗎靨妘彾襫䯖靧鞔値錫鑫㫝嗎轅跣頯梮梽椨。頯梮攝慘鍎ⅩⅩ侸瀕墱彾踵頯梮翨艊䎘

ㆴ嶗魯䀚 , 偧棡醢䆗。鲊蹺媰。粀妭躏訵、ACC岄㯵㛄鮪鄟郿壈䯖鮪䒮珜。趼鲷。䖂喺惛嶗詬譯㛄桹鰓＝、鲡爳旝誼鄖＝㬦㫓謭

鲡爳倀銊蹺艊頯梮咲。叧鍎䮲飨靧頯梮醮旝誼翨豕忴 , 筧鉢倀斊鑇梽椨䎓僨値錫㳟䯖㡊錫謾鲋鲡爳諤蹺倀銊蹺㫧ǹ躐蔠裮䯖鍊唒

倀攝慘䯖 鶔飨敆慁倀釣㫧諤鰱艊旝誼鲮牐、)

* 2004   覈玜驔 CCAA跤蹺嫕魍頯梮抲謖値

CCAA曧酽跣箏襫艊䉯苢濕梽椨䯖豕䃸戦鲂㮰鲢鮪頯梮攝慘跤ィ粷熱〓婬忴雲艊跤蹺頯梮咲倀頯梮㛊㛀鳏䯖飨ィ嫿骼髦椌熱艊攝慘

嶗㛊㛀䯖妛撾鲅懲桖俋餱縶艊駡‖鑫㓦妛漝㡕勢跤蹺嫕魍頯梮踵跤蹺嫕魍旝誼忞慘熱艊墤俋㠧篻、



* 2013  ZHANG Qing is announced as Asian Cultural Council 2013 Fellowship Recipient 

ZHANG Qing is announced as Asian Cultural Council 2013 Fellowship Recipient in Film, Video, & Photography category. 

ACC provided Qing Zhang the opportunity to participate in a residency program and observe contemporary trends in visual art in 

New York. 

( The Asian Cultural Council (ACC) supports transformative cultural exchange by awarding grants to artists, scholars, and arts 

and humanities professionals, as well as organizations and educational institutions from the United States and Asia for research, 

study, and creative work in the United States and Asia and within the countries of Asia. Since the establishment in 1963 by John 

D. Rockefeller 3rd, the ACC has awarded approximately 6000 grants to arts institutions and arts professionals Ⅹ many who have 

become leaders and pioneers in their field, such as CAI Guoqiang, WANG Guangyi and Takashi Murakami.

* 2004   Won a Nomination of CCAA

( CCAA encourages their development and enhances awareness and appreciation to a wider public for what Chinese art 

contributes to contemporary Chinese culture. CCAA also promotes knowledge about contemporary art through publications and 

exhibitions that accompany the awards.)



覈玜鮪醭讜艊踽䎪嶗䏣樴䄄棾螻㣹㣉䯖啿㛛㫓翇怹偔⺸艊掟嬁慘閔䯖柟撾糴鹶艊ǹ踵頯梮䯖飨倀犦牋艊啱䀟儂㛃䯖桭謚㬜玪僨嗴

熱酽蟢彾祾艊嫚絹妕䉳㛳㔃䯖茩頌艊嗴㓋喥曧唻㫥蟢昦㛳㔃桭瑪䉳呝斾艊錨鉢嗴蛵、呺䅕醢䯖覈玜勢粷鞔踵澏㡶㫓艊畑䂏㭠㣵桹

錫鲋彿髦荱玜嫕魍頯梮㫧駱昦轅妘謚艊僨嗴證蠿倀粷笶、

ⅩⅩ 羻䈠呍

He would bounce among motifs and styles, dabbling in gender-bending photography, endurance-performance, and Shanghai-

school snarkiness before developing the sophisticated videographic language of which the present show marks the most 

developed instantiation yet. Zhang Qing's long path to today actually sheds light on contemporary art as it is and was practiced 

during the long '00s. 

Ⅹ Philip Tinari



ǹ    踵  |  Performance   䯒㬕 | Selected䯓



浧媀唻㛣
Mode Dialogue, 2000
ǹ踵 &⺸鉝 |  媰誼椢。唻㛣梽。啢點鏍。鰩點鏍  (跤蹺䯖醢犦 )
Performance & Installation | M.D.F, interphone, urinal, toilets  (Shanghai, China )
240 x 240 x 240 cm

㮍㛽㓅‖䉳唻䉳鰱䆥菑糋縚䯖羮姫梽翄㛣㫧ǹ鲮牐䯖鲮㜎饅鲋咲姲艊酽鲢䃾䎪䯒瀷偧＃鮪咲跤倉曧壠＝僨粷穟瀭艊榚鲢蹁誤枩蛵鑫骼髦鞔朷啔＝僨羠応鲇䯩￥䯓、跏跣鳏艊唻㛣佪＝鰓
時鞲䆥亝裶䄄艊啢點鏍嶗㥺點鏍僨熱、悪䗮偔屟羮㥺點鏍懲謾醮翇屟羮艊啢點鏍侐鲋讜酽烐妕鄡醢、

The artist invited the audiances to communicate some private questions through a phone set at each side of a glass window. (For instance: ＃Did you find any behavior of your parents 
which can be regarded as the hint to assume that they would have sex at the night?￥) The conversation will transmit to the speakers in the urinal and squatting pan next to the talkers. 
The artist rised squatting pan to the same vertical level as the urinal.



踆屟 .砎韌鲈鴛
Frankly. Twenty hits, 2000

ǹ踵 | 䧫䟹䯖㿐㾘䯖㿐汍俧 (焎飝䯖夠墕 )
Performance | Eel, Iron Nail, Iron Hammer (Changzhou, Jiangsu)
掟嬁䯖Digital C-Print䯖 Edition of 7

唻靕彿㦳鉢屟時麉愐誼艊醭薶呯、＃䇝䇕讜鉢￥艊誤窹屟鮪䗮蟨恖雰鑙艊暚魍醣䯖靕彿逫濗艊呺粷黌彾鑫唻＃蜶㛣￥艊㛃書䯖鳏鉢嶗恖梮艊饅跀黌嬱嶨鎢柆曚、㦳鉢 艊嫓嘄黌嬱㢐棾㢐醭薶呯、

The virtualization of the sexual identities creates a problem for recognizing selfs. The ability of self reproduction of the hermaphroditic animals becomes a sarcasm of mythology in the 
technology explosion statue quo. The connections between physicality and technology grow ambigouous. The origin of the physicality is hard to define.



諗瀠壚蕁

Blablabla, 2001
ǹ踵 | 12跣鎍粶䯖12跣炪炚絑 (蠐墔䯖彾㰊 )
Performance | 12 ear-rings , 12 inflatable balloons (Chengdu, Sichuan)

銊咷壎粷鯫呝彾鑫唻彿鎍䩢驍鴛鲈跣瀕鉝艊怇爗䯖鮪爗醢褀醢粶䯖㓅‖愽菑鴛鲈跣炪炚絑䯖
酽酽跀鮪粶醢䯖彿倐撾媯㣹書蕚炚絑、

A technician pierces the artist＂s ears, nose, and lips in twelve places and put on rings, 
audiences attach 12 helium balloons to the rings, and the artist jumps into the air to pop 
balloons with a needle.



ǹ踵䯖嫚絹     Performance, Video 11' 



愴嘜愴嘜䯋
Cough! Cough!, 2002
ǹ踵
Performance
雜㣵㓉䎣
Single-Channel Video
41'
Edition of 5

鮪 2002梕䄄䯖䅏哱焄偔屟鰱瀕喒踵濱醣䯖俋㯵
鰓㭺糴鑫跛㳛艊咲柟嶗蛼＝柟撾、鍖 1979妘躐
頌偝髦㫤曧跫隊鍖暚啹艊䯖䆠菑⿺濕紬敤棈醢

詬䯖偝髦宍䎍鯆醢䉳鄎䯖䉳鄎醣䉳鶜菑酽媑⺖

黥昤賣翇鳏揤濈艊闧䯖偧讜骼髦敤棈酽鞶糴喼

煵橔、酽蟢敤棈敘黌鑫酽蟢⺸怹䯖酽蟢⺸怹夃

棾酽蟢旝暺䯖偔屟艊蛼＝鰱瀕噴呯鑫蛼＝艊旝

暺蠿姪、

During the 2002, the social status Afghanistan 
females reached its lowest point, most of 
them experienced severe domestic and social 
violences. However, before 1979, the Afghanistan 
females were social and trendy. Because of 
the establishment of Taliban authority, the 
women had to wear veils on their abused 
faces. Their faces reflects the chaotic shifting 
on the Afghanistan politics. The shifting on the 
authority changed their appearances, then the 
appearances formed a culture. Thourgh the 
social status of women we can examine the 
degree of civilization of the culture.



窡滸榪䯋
Moo-Cow!, 2002
ǹ踵 |駡窡䯖蹩硲䯒妭㒂䯖攢呂䯓
Performance | Bull, Acrylic (Nanning, Guangxi)

頯梮咲恦靕墰艊㦳鉢犻彾郹頥䯖鮪駡窡䉳頌㣹

誤。㦺䃺䯖慙ǜ駡窡、

窡曧酽蟢椥謾筊偩鹾曀尰艊誤窹䯖曧酽蟢咷曀

⺖祇誤艊柟撾䯖頯梮咲桭謚㬦㫓恦窡犻彾郹頥䯖

㫊勢慙ǜ艊桭俋誼、磢鍖䯖郹頥書発艊妛醭曧

窡䯖鍖曧㓅‖、

The artist painted himself red and tried to 
agitate the ox. 
Ox is madcap and irritable and represents a 
form of violence which can be easily incited. 
The artist maximized the agitation by painting 
the ox red. However, the red color did not only 
provoke the ox, but also the audiences. 



雜㣵㓉䎣     Single-Channel Video  5'28''        Edition of 7



10㪒艊佖戹彾跏燒浧鏖鲮㜐鞡艊䄯嫮䯖鮪㬫蕓嶗屜匯跤㤰菑澒砎怸誤㦳㦷ィ甡酽鯫＃艊佖橔墴￥、㓅‖詵飨鮪䄯燒＃艊佖￥跤褀ǹ䯖鮪呏瑪餱縶廟鉢䖢戰䅺、粷鯫侐侐撽熱啱䀟艊輸㩱
佪䯖踎媑書発、︹艊佖橔墴︺曧覈玜唻夠㓇氥寳艊慙徔、彿髦唻＃艊佖￥艊暀夠呯躏晹䉯曧觜鳏㪉窹艊鲮㬦墡錨䯖貶︹艊佖橔墴︺跤艊＃艊佖￥曧酽跣肬筊粬錨䯖＃䆠暚㰊啔俢詛扡壽￥

艊戰䅺巃彾踵酽蟢䇏嬱艊㓅嗴鉢䖢、

Ten taxies were designed to wait on two lines like ballroom dancing. Accompanied by sharp noise, they started and braked violently to dance a ＃taxi samba￥ when viewers were allowed 
to experience hazard within safety distance as they walked among the thrilling and overwhelming performance. Taxi Samba stands as a challenge by artist to common sense. In general, 
taxi is nothing but a mode of transport. In this piece, however, it is redefined as a crazy tool whose danger of uncontrollability at any time becomes a source of experience rarely acquired 
by the viewers. 

艊佖橔颩  

Taxi Samba, 2003
ǹ踵   
Performance

艊佖橔颩  Taxi Samba,  ǹ踵  Performance  ( 跤蹺 ,攢鲷  Nanjing, China )



艊佖橔颩  Taxi Samba, 2003    ǹ踵 ,嫚絹 (孭蹺 2005)    Performance, Video (2005 in Germany)     Ed.7     6'



酁
To Tie䯖2003
ǹ踵 | 31貏壉ㆩ䯖18跣贋醮鍎 (跤蹺䯖譯鲷 )
Performance | Thirty-one meters long bag, eighteen participants (Beijing, China䯓

怇酁曧酽蟢醭靕磢艊笶尓䯖曧羾媰砮艊㓇㚳鍖鲲

羠艊酽蟢匯瓐、31貏艊俋壉ㆩ㳚廟桹 18瀕甡蘚
棾扡壽㫥跣醊笶窹䯖呅醿幆f誤磢謚靕墰怇鑫酽

跣＃酁￥、

Being tied is an unnatural state, it is a halt 
created by rigid principles. The 18 performers 
inside of the 31 meters long sack controlled the 
rope-like and tied a knot wiggly.



ǹ踵䯖嫚絹 (譯鲷 , 2003)    Performance, Video (2003 in Beijing)  



䉯夠訥
Uncommon exit, 2005
ǹ踵 & ⺸鉝 |筯誄佪。跏謖跤蹺鳏。跏倧墮呏壽桽。惿㩱䯒孭蹺䯖烲㜀儨䯓
Performance & Installation | Dog Barking, Two Chinese, Security Uniform,Trailer (Hannover, Germany) 

鮪孭蹺䇘羮跏謖跤蹺翽叧羠䯖㦳菑跤蹺＃墮呏￥桽䒅襽鮪酽惿䃸頌䯖㩱築䃸⺖䀐醢䯖㩱築廟摙敡爥鲻艊筯誄佪䯖㓅‖晹熴怇婩㩱築䃸、

Hired two Chinese students in Germany, and asked them to wear Chinese Security uniforms to stand in front of a trailer; door of trailer is locked, and plays sound of 
dog barking in the trailer, but audience can never open the door. 



掟   嬁 |  Photography   䯒㬕 | Selected䯓



軺縑軺縑䯋
Oh-Ah! Oh-Ah!, 2001
掟嬁
Digital C-Print
46 x 60 x 4 cm x 3 Pieces
Edition of 7

啔靕墰艊㦳鉢嗁㯵嶗誼偫彾屟時浧赹艊蹕穻壽彾酽謄忺陸窅、嫕彿飨冊貊菋蜶唻嬜俋‖暚䯖讜暚俋‖雩飨讜樭菋蜶冊貊彿艊㦳鉢嶗嶎熴、澑暚艊粬窅喥曧㬦㫓鐉鉢艊贜婳呝彾杶撾艊珪彽、

Zhang Qing adopts the images depicting various his body parts and ambiguous gender figures then makes a deck of cards. The artist claims that when he entertains the public, audience 
entertain him in the same way upon his body and thoughts. Now playing cards is to fulfill the  intellectual game through physical confrontation.





瑪鲻鑫 (1)
Everything's Illuminated (1), 2005
掟嬁 
Digital C-Print
65 x 176 cm 
Edition of 5

鳏貙僨嗴酽茻飽䆠菑躜怐㮳嶗肬筊。嶎㝧撾、2000妘謚艊醢犦僨嗴㬫姪嵚鳏䯖╙壈肬筊鰱怳媑䯖鳏訥哣姪椥㬫亱俋、瀯跣鳏㰊絹⺖燍啑鑫蠻倐雙酽樭牆菑、醢犦䅖咲鐒㳟@嶼喥曧桭䇗
跤艊ィ粷䯖㬦㫓侳瓡㓅荱呅䯖呅喥絹酽跣傄頧艊屪們酽樭肬筊鰱。醭蓜肵購鰱鄆鏑菑酽俍艊 24啢暚、鮪侳瓡㚯忞桹詵飨荱㓄艊褢訥㰊㬦咰㫊鰱鮪䧸侺㳚瞖瞐㬦暺䯖㫥醭喥澐曧彿髦嶎㒄
艊讖䯩䯋

The developments of cities are always accompanied with imaginations of a utopia and madnesses. Since 2000, the remarkable development of Shanghai has brought great expansion on 
the city scale and the population. The people are overexicited because of it. Lujiazui Financial District is a representative example of the excitement and madness. The view of the district 
from the Bund is always ablazing, no matter the time. The district is alike a glamours monster, devouring people＂s time without a break. Isn＂t that the way we prefer?



瑪鲻鑫 (2)
Everything's Illuminated (2), 2005
掟嬁 
Digital C-Print
65 x 143 cm
Edition of 5



⺸   鉝  | Installation   䯒㬕 | Selected䯓



螆竑哣咇  
Ford's Secret Chamber, 2003
⺸鉝 | 駡邁焹㩱䯖玈僑鮃     
Installation | Bus, Concrete Wall    
800 x 260 x 320 cm    

鮪嗴鯫蟿棾酽㪒駡邁焹㩱䯖磢謚羮亝嶗䎈踎踎藥賓㩱厸䯖翽醣駡邁㩱醢醣跏跣䃸䯖粷鯫焹㩱鮪僨誤、

Rent a bus to the exhibition venue, and cover the bus with walls and roof, with two doors left only, and starts the bus. 



鲡羠叅  
Sub-Surviving, 2006
⺸鉝 | 鲈㪒䂏呏䉳藥㩱
Installation | Two Chang'An Microbuses  
600 x 200 x 220 cm         

誤窹跫翨跤梽鏍穼㳟罝檚、

Mechanical sex in an animal world. 



㬦俍⿺
Tower of Babel, 2008
⺸鉝 |醭䀗㾱 ( 郿 1.5 埡 ), 䥚厸 137 誆
Installation | Stainless steel (Approximately 1.5 ton), 137 pigeons, Pigeons
735 x 346 x 346 cm

︹㬦俍⿺︺斾鉢羾醭䀗㾱棞㠮壽慘呝彾䯖邁 18嗃、瀯嗃桹斶㳝醭訵艊䥚訢䯖
瀯誆䥚訢桹跏跣䃸䯖酽䃸躉呯䯖酽䃸詵飨牆誤䯒詵怇婩。䃽諦䯓䯖䥚訢廟踵忩嫮䯖

姌㯵䀉桹醭䀗㾱趺鈫䯖桹戹烐諎㭠㛄㚧、鞲訅酽嗃嬔醢䯖瀯嗃茻嬛㬜嗃㬞謙䯖

䥚訢艊斶㳝雩㬜嗃㬞謙、鞲 15靧 18嗃䯖訢厸啌䃽艊嫮尓⺖㬜玪怇蕚、
2008妘 9桸靧 11桸䯖鮪飨＃寚╙寚咃￥踵踽䎪艊訅酴嗘醢犦儕妘嗴梕䄄䯖
㫥鬣⺸鉝⺖敡鉝鮪嗴鄭侳艊醠鰱醢䯖覈玜啔吢誼鑫 30俍躐廟䯒鞲梥敡䏳䯓艊
䥚厸䯖䒇門鮪訢跤15俍飨謚䯖詵飨敡䏳妛墮㛇䥚厸螻墛、䥚厸訢瀯俍䈑羮賠爏䯖
瀯俍暆朷悅䏴跏漛、︹㬦俍⿺︺慘踵 137誆䥚厸枃暚槼峗艊鯫忞䯖嗴㓋酁棴
躐謚點摌蟇、頯梮咲㠮聧鑫＃俋㰊壈艊㳜宆￥䯖慘閔浧愐鑫酽跣＃㫍嬵鰱￥䯖

枩蛵鑫╙壈漻梐鉢鄮啔蕚瞔艊酁嗁、

Tower of Babel consists of a stainless steel tower with 18 stories and each 
houses pigeon cages in various numbers. Two doors are installed in each 
cage, one fixed and the other flexible (for opening and closing). The cages are 
designed in the shape of a fan, floored with steel wire netting and equipped 
with a sewerage system. As the tower tapers upwards, the number of cages 
decreases and the completeness of their form dissolves between the 15th 
and 18th story. 
Back in 2008, the installation was displayed on the grassland outside the 
exhibition hall of the 7th Shanghai Biennale entitled Trans Local Motion 
between September and November. ZHANG Qing prepared a flock of pigeons 
which hatched within 30 days. After being kept for 15 days in these cages, 
the birds were allowed for their first flight and all came back afterwards. The 
cages were cleaned on daily basis, while the animals were fed twice a day. As 
a temporary shelter for 137 pigeons, Tower of Babel was removed after the 
exhibition. Through the work, which simulates a destination of the migratory 
species, the artist questions "the ambition of the cosmopolitan city" and 
hints on the cornucopia of urban desires which is doomed to perdition. 



1000 則㣵㳚
1000 Calories, 2009
⺸鉝 | 瞖諪。誤窹戹熝窹 
Installation | Light box, Animal excrement
101x101x14.5 cm

頯梮咲䆠梽恓鑫酽咲杚㬦跤蹺嚙忊 , 謾咲跤桹酽俧
銆 , 跏誆䥢 , 鴛誆鍈䩇 , 跏棷筯㫥鲢誤窹 , 瀯俍骼髦
㰊曧酽樭羠牆謁酽樭艊趼㒂 , 慍礣瀯蟢誤窹瀯俍謁
侸啨硰㳝艊䏴窹戹侸啨艊贁點 , 詵飨㚧誽熱呅髦 , 
謁1000則㣵㳚硰㳝艊䏴窹 , 喥＝戹侸啨斶㳝艊贁點 , 
飨㫥樭艊㚧誽昷媀喥詵飨扢誽侸啨斶㳝贁喥桹侸啨

斶㳝誤窹 , 㫥曧酽蟢羠牆跤孎㓅斶懪艊蔠裮鲲羠艊
咲姲羠尓艊氥㫼、

The artist found randomly an ordinary Chinese 
farmer household with a sheep, two geese, 
ten rats, and two dogs, which led the same life 
every day by eating the same food. Give the food 
consumed and the calorie it contains, one may 
calculate the amount of excrement to be produced 
on daily basis. By extension the number of the 
animals which eat food of 1000 calorie everyday 
becomes also countable. It presents an outline of 
study into micro-data of household ecology.



酽賽艍桹詵镾 
Nothing is impossible ,  2009
⺸鉝 |焹㩱媆撌苼䯖焹㩱甉
Installation | Car hoods, Car paint
140 x 160 cm x 8 pieces

鮪䉯夠㓇搾韌嫮彾艊焹㩱媆撌

苼艊瀯跣搄䉳醢䯖贖醢䗆厸䯒㡒

贜墡錨䯓艊砎斶蹕橉、酽蒃䄄

艊詵镾屟桭䇏䎖牣、

Dot patterns like those found on 
dice are printed on automobile 
hoods  shaped by  unusual 
impact. The possibilities latent 
in a single fleeting moment are 
the hardest to predict.





覈玜艊慘閔︹鮪＆躐頌︺飨恔㪉赗蜶哠怐艊慚絹慘踵㪵㛇惡髭艊剓鞯䯖鮪酽蟢⺖蜶苳㓉艊宆絔笶尓醣枩蛵雝愊鍎艊ǹ踵墱鄽錨桹ィ甡屟䯖唻蜶絹艊斲翬㢋㢐鑫寋㛠梪㦳、

Before＆undertakes the entrusted Buddha as a medium to authenticate the belief, ZHANG Qing implies that the performability has been exuding from worshippers' behaviour in a 
psychological state under Buddhas' surveillance, which signifies the reverence to Buddhas surpasses the devoutness itself.

鮪＆＆躐頌 - 跀燒
Before＆, 2014



鮪＆＆躐頌 5   
Before＆ 5, 2014
⺸鉝 |䒮浤梣䯖
24K㳟誸䯖㿐䯖镵烐   
Installation | Camphor 
Wood, 
24K Goldleaf, Iron, Glue, 
135 x 130 x 91 cm



鮪＆＆躐頌 2    
Before＆2, 2014
⺸鉝 |䒮浤梣䯖
24K㳟誸䯖㿐䯖镵烐   
Installation | Camphor 
Wood, 
24K Goldleaf, Iron, Glue, 
210 x 75 x 53 cm



鮪＆＆躐頌 2  (嗁㯵 )    
Before＆2  (Detail)
⺸鉝 |䒮浤梣䯖24K㳟誸䯖㿐䯖镵烐   
Installation | Camphor Wood, 24K Goldleaf, Iron, Glue, 210 x 75 x 53 cm, 2014



雜㣵㓉䎣 | Single-channel Video   䯒㬕 | Selected䯓



䇗彾
Integration, 2005
雜㣵㓉䎣  Single-channel Video
5 minutes 36 seconds
Edition of 5



䇗彾 跀燒  |  Integration Series

壽㬬酽蟢嫮媀蕚鰥詆侳酽蟢嫮媀䯖鮪蕚鰥艊㫓蠿跤婠襫酽蟢漛姃、

頯梮咲鮪酽跣躉呯艊鰱昷䯖惤掟酽跣婠詀銲艊褢瞖䯖瀯暀慍醭讜漛姃䅖醁鲻㡽䯖斶桸謚䯖啔礣穻諦彾嫚絹、鮪䃺砠艊曐裶跤䯖䆠菑艀砎艊㬜澒亱鎢䯖桹蠍姃鰱嫮彾鑫酽跣鳏訥衦哣艊婠詀銲、 
╙壈艊僨嗴曧錨桹嶎㝧撾艊䯖肬筊艊╙壈僨嗴喥曧俍䖂ǹ裶艊㩴㬅、䯒㓉䎣惤掟艊鰱鯰曧醢犦鳏訥哣姪桭俋艊啢嶼䯤跤㫨跏瑌╙䯓

The artist creates a form to devastate another, and establishs a rule during the process.  
The artist shot a artitectural complex for a few months to capture the lights from the windows at nights. Then the artist managed the photographs and made a video out of them. Under 
the stary sky, the white dots gradually appear and finally formed the artitectural complex with a mass population. The developments of cities are creative, the frenzied expansion of cities 
is the evidence. (The vedio is shot at the community with the largest density of population: Zhongyuanliangwancheng) 



襲
Konts, 2005
雜㣵㓉䎣
Single-channel Video
5 '36 ''
Edition of 5

靕磢翨跤煫桹酽跣誤窹＝靕彿怇酁䯖㫥曧酽跣

㫩鑨靕磢㓇嬣艊笶尓、貶曧㫥謦棷鼒黡㬦㫓竑

濇＃㚳鄨￥飨謚䯖墱鄽镾侽呝彾讜暚怇酁艊佦蹁、

There is no creature would tie itself in its 
natural state, as the behavior is anomalous. 
However, the nine earthworms were able to tie 
themselves into knots at the same time after a 
period of special training. 





嫚絹⺸鉝 | Video Installation 䯒㬕 | Selected䯓



昦䄕㜁唻磍熴
New Focus Method䯖2007
侸䎣嫚絹⺸鉝 , 醭䀗㾱 ,硟甉 , 朄蛵嗢
Multi-channel Video Installation, Stainless Steel, Car Painting, Screen
8 pieces: 26x28x88cm; 26x28x108cm; 26x28x128cm; 26x28x138cm; 
26x28x152cm; 26x28x153cm; 26x28x158cm; 26x28x160cm
Edition of 3

惤掟鑫 2007妘蛼＝駡邁裶䄄熱粷酽鲢牐誤叄奟䯖妛鹾誆僉杛牐誤叄奟跏跣叄頺艊嗁㯵、㓉䎣摙敡暚竑濇㓉㓕艊䄕㜁䯖飨倀唻斾鉢氥寳艊穻䉳絔㓦䯖㚯㓅荱㫓蠿朄嬱屜釣鍖鹾踙鳏、

Back in 2007 the artist was focusing his camera on some scrolling signs appearing in public spaces but only a small detail showing merely two characters. The reading forced by such 
unusual viewing point and the fragmentary understanding of the general pictures exhaust the viewing experience.



棾醭倀
It's Too Late䯖2007
鲒誤嫚絹⺸鉝 , 㿐 , 翄㓉梽
Interactive Video Installation, Iron, Television
250 x 200 x 220 cm
Edition of 3

＃棾醭倀￥艊媰㫷屟棾靕鲋鲇鬣艊酁楇艊醭詵䎖旿䯖雩棾靕鲋㓅荱艊晹熴呝彾、嗎跣㓉䎣摙敡暚䄄㰊踵 3蟩 14夅䯖摙敡艊廟咷㰊曧啹梥酁棴艊鲇鬣、摙敡 3蟩 14夅謚翄㓉＝靕誤饅䃽䯖
㓅‖詵飨㬦㫓掦扡鏍棾怇婩翄㓉䯖懃憳嵔頺、㓉䎣廟咷踵䯤愯韌。扟蕎。愗悹。㣹氒。啢叾叧澒。鍈鳏媆鉢謭醢、

The compulsivity in It's Too Late lies on the unpredictability of the results of events as well as the everlasting failure to archive a complete viewing experience. Each of the six videos last 
for 3 seconds 14 milliseconds and the contents are some matters remaining unfinished. Right after display the television shuts down itself automatically while viewers can decide to turn 
it on again and try to capture the stories with remote controller. The videos feature respectively boxing, kissing, hugging, jumping from a building, kid learning to walk and elder man 
doing pull-ups.



時俒筿  
Don't be So Bad, 2008

侸㣵㓉䎣 | 3 嗢
Multi-channel Video | 3 Channel
5'18"     
Edition of 5

頯梮咲妦妘暚䯖雜箏㣥酽鲢醮穟瀭桹蓎荋艊

鳏荁侐艊暚鎬䯖㮰鲢鳏梒骼䉃熱讓筿艊闧、

During artist's childhood, those who had 
conflicts with his parents gave him dirty looks 
when he was alone with them.





覈玜㜎攝慘廟侳

㳕㛅鍎䯤Lona Whittaker   2010    artforum.com/鲕艁叄

鮪酽漛ǹ踵㚶嫚㓉䎣螻敡艊暚鎬䯖彿記磢僨粷靕墰忞會艊ǹ踵羮嫚絹ィ㫊桖

桹嶯屒䯖桖觻諦彿艊䈑㒄䯖鍖鹾桖茻扟、嬁絹鮪彿荱棾桹菑酽蟢竑濇艊㛷嵣

撾䯖桖咷曀恦醭詵镾艊趼㒂ィ㫊熱棾、

彿髦荱㰊壈鳏艊羠牆⺖苳扡㛄侕艊㓉㓕忞僉魍鑫、

唻彿鍖㔃㫥跣㓕姪嬟桹攝㬬屟、

飨酽跣䉯莏呺艊靕彿麉愐㓅荱昷媀熱僨䯖啔靕墰麉愐踵偔屟艊㦳鉢詛荱靕墰

莏呺艊㦳鉢䯖麉愐鞲時鳏㓅荱靕墰艊㓕姪詛㓅荱囈縶艊鲇䯖畝勢粷鮪麉愐靕

墰曧酽跣╙壈苳扡㛄侕棾㓅荱、

︹時俒筿︺嬟錨鉢鰱螻宎鑫鮪 80妘魍覎妘艊㚶宎、

彿粷鮪靕墰絹曧苳扡掟絹俧惤掟鑫彿靕墰飨頌嬟侸艊鲇䯖彿唻榚鬣鲇嶗窹僨

羠蠻㢩艊暚鎬喥恦㫥跣苳扡惤掟㚶宎艊趼㒂酓螻敡熱棾䯖㮰鲢魑彿䇏宻。喩

喠嶗巉尰艊鲇窹、彿喥曧靕墰鳏羠艊苳扡跀酛、

桹鳏㛺︹時俒筿︺浧赹鑫粷呺嶗麉椨躐䄄艊翨䅡䯖雩浧赹鑫彿艊羠牆嶗彿艊

頯梮躐䄄艊翨䅡、

頯梮嶗羠牆躐䄄艊饅跀䯖桹暚彿嶎鰓玜毞䯖雩嬟䇏、㫥樭憛偡䯖喥煫宍㒄詛

嶼鰓、

︹時俒筿︺鮪㚶㫼鲈鴛妘頌鳏髦艊宆絔笶尓、︹時㡶嬱俒寚︺唻鲋彿跣鳏鄽

䖢棾㛺羾鲋鰱絔墬婬鲲羠俋‖絔嶎鮪暚䄄頺砎醢醭讜、喥瀷偧㛺粷鮪㰊壈艊

鳏㰊謭嬔㫓醢㫶愊酴曐鄀㱟姎㳚艊羠牆䯖㫥詵镾曧骼髦艊誤撾嶗鄮椥鳏羠茩

槪、鍖鮪䅦㒂蠉嚛㫥樭酽跣懷覽㠱裯艊啢嘪棡骼髦艊壔梐曧咲㳚镾桹跣嫷頥

翄㓉梽䯖桹跣獃犣鏍䯖㫥樭艊梕梐鮪醢犦曧 30妘頌艊絔嶎、㫥㛺暺醭讜暚

魍艊鳏漲桹菑荁讜艊梕梐、

彿壔梐扜踆嫕魍嶗㫓詛艊鳏躐䄄艊墬時、

㚯彿㓌嬱桹嶯屒艊曧䯖粷鮪惤掟艊㫥鲢鳏嶗㫓詛艊儂墬嬟俋䯖羠牆粶乵敘黌

鑫骼髦艊鳏羠㓅䯖㫥雩曧跤蹺㫥鲈鴛侸妘䄄談砮鳏旝粶乵黌誼艊釯嬁、

倉䃾彿艊曧跤蹺梪鮃蛼＝唻頯梮咲艊嬁閼嶗彿尫樭啔頯梮嫕慘鑫酽蟢旝誼牆

誤、

跤蹺梪鮃艊羠牆笶尓曧醣嶯㛌笶尓䯖證諍™酛蓜㛌鑨杛疦蠩䧿誼鰱鮪嬁閼菑

攝慘䯖㫥跣嬟䇏螻㮌、鮪瑪絑㛳乵跤詛㬉㬜㚪讜巃䯖㫥曧宍磢艊䯖貶呝瑪悎

婮™酛竊豸曧醭詵镾艊䯖桭桹詵镾艊曧㚯™酛倀嶯㛌笶尓嶗攝慘妕ǹ㫧ǹ䯖

鍖醭曧㳕羮酽跣劧扟艊嫮媀、婯醭偡＝熱粷酽跣屪㛤艊ィ粷昷媀、



ZHANG Qing

Interviewer䯤Lona Whittaker 2010       artforum.com / 500 Words

When I first saw a recording of my performance, I realised the potential that 
the medium of video had for my work. I felt that it answered my needs far 
better. I find that video is more able to express the inexpressible: it has far 
greater depth.

People's perception of contemporary urban life is dominated by monitoring 
equipment.  For me, this perspective is productive. If one was to look for a 
constant thread running through my work, it would be the wish to perceive 
my body, my physical self, through the eyes of another person, or even those 
of an inhuman device. My first film, Don't be Cruel (2008) draws on personal 
memories of my childhood during the 1980s; I remember certain people 
giving me menacing looks and the incidents that led to this. The camera is 
able to 'record' things that happened to me in the past, things I can't forget 
that made me feel awkward and angry. It is like having surveillance footage 
of my own life.  It has been said that Don't be Cruel blurs the boundary 
between reality and fiction, between my life and the work I create artificially. 
The relationship between life and art is always ambiguous, but I don't think 
that's a bad thing: we don't need to tell them apart.

Although Don't be Cruel is based on personal memory, I feel it records 
a collective psychological condition of twenty years ago. The next film I 
made, also in 2008, was Don't go so Fast. This film explored how people's 
ideals and the time at which they occur are different depending on their 
geographical location. For example, whilst Chinese city dwellers are driven 
by the dream of Dubai-style, 7-star luxury, poor villagers in a remote 
part of Shanxi imagine having a shower and a colour TV in their homes, 
which is what people in Shanghai pictured for themselves thirty years 
ago. People can therefore have the same expectations or aspirations at 
completely different times. I am interested in exploring these disparities 

and convergences between contemporary people and those who lived in 
the past. People's standard of living affects their view of life. This can be 
interpreted as an embodiment of the cultural environment during the last 
two decades in China.

You ask me about the influence of native Chinese society on artists and how 
I approach art as a cultural undertaking. The condition of being Chinese 
and living in China is subconscious; it is inevitable that historical tradition 
and cultural background have an imperceptible impact on art practice. 
Whilst it is necessary to emphasise identity and to be recognised in the 
global context, it is also impossible to abandon your traditions. I do not aim 
for a strategy of 'transplantation' in my work, but rather to make a parallel 
between my art practice and traditional and psychological conditions. If 
you're lucky, the result will be a very powerful mode of expression.
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